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1. outline

Code maintenance is an inherently social act.  It involves processes of collaboration, consensus,
and conflict resolution, and embodies social processes such as normativisation and
differentiation.  Software development tools such as CVS (Concurrent Versions System) [1]
implicitly formalise such processes and, in doing so, potentially provide means of tracking them.

The aim of this research project will be to develop a graphical tool for displaying such processes
as they can be traced in a standard CVS repository.  Whilst various tools, such as TkCVS [2],
provide graphical interfaces to CVS, these primarily focus on formal aspects of code change.
The SVS project will provide a graphical mapping of CVS activity in terms of actions by 'agents'
(ie. code contributors) and their development over time.  Over the past two years a growing body
of sociological analyses have been developed on FLOSS development projects [3].  These have
largely made use forms of Social Network Theory and Actor-Network Theory and have primarily
looked at the emergent organisational structures evident in the code histories contained in CVS
repositories [4]. A few tools have developed in order to support such work.  As yet, however,
there is no tool specifically designed to provide visualisations and graphical mappings of such
analyses and the data they use that is publicly available.  Such tools that do exist are only really
of benefit to specialists.  SVS will seek to develop a more accessible form of graphical
representation of the processes under investigation.  It will therefore help pull together existing
work in this field, make it accessible to a broader audience, and through the provision of a tool,
encourage future work.

A unique aspect of SVS will develop through its implementation as part of the spring_alpha
project.  spring_alpha is a simulated society game in which social change is linked to changes in
the fabric of the simulation code.  A key part of spring_alpha lies in players being able to re-code
aspects of the simulated world as part of the gameplay.  Players are thus also developers.  The
tracking of code development as outlined above will be mapped against the use of code
components in game play.   In tracking the use of software components alongside development
of their code, it will provide a unique insight into the reciprocal nature of a user-developer ethos.
Given that the user-developer ethos is one of the key principles, and innovations, of FLOSS this
will have significance beyond the spring_alpha project itself.

The development of SVS will be accompanied by a discussion of alternative models of social
analysis to those currently employed by existing research in the area, such as Harold Barclay's
model of "segmented acephalous networks" [5] and Niklas Luhmann's autopoietic theory [6].



2. existing resources

graphical interfaces and metric tools for CVS

Of the various existing tools for working with CVS the following provide graphical interfaces or
measurement utilities relevant to SVS.  Some of these will be directly incorporated into the
project, others will serve as examples informing its design:

a.) TkCVS is one of the most widely used graphical interfaces available for browsing CVS
repositories.  The Log interface provides a diagram of different code documents showing their
relationship to one another, their authors and events such as branching (variations in code
separating into different versions) and merging (combining several variations of the same
document into a single version of code) [fig. 1]

fig. 1 Log interface for TkCVS

Another type of interface shows a colour-coded representation of a section of code, along with
information about the authors, and the document versions where particular lines were last
ammended [fig. 2].  This is one of the most common forms of CVS display, the colours being
used to highlight particular authors, or differences in different versions of the same code.  Fig .2b
shows a comparable display from the CodeStriker tool [7].

fig. 2a. colour annotated code, TkCVS fig. 2b. code comparison, CodeStriker



b.) StatCVS [8], CVSPlot [9] and CVSMonitor [10] are a range of tools which provide various
statistical measurements of activity within a CVS repository, such as the lines of code added over
time [fig. 3].

fig. 3a. StatCVS fig. 3b. CVSPlot fig. 3c. CVSMonitor

c.) Code Historian [11] is another tool suite which provides a range of displays of activity within a
CVS repository over time as well as tracking the contributions of different contributors down to
such detail as number of bytes contributed.  The tool is primarily a productivity tool, however,
geared towards the needs of project managers keeping track of how much work developers are
doing [fig. 4]:

fig. 4. various interfaces from Code Historian

code documentation, analysis and performance metric tools

Code documentation tools are primarily used to generate information that has been written
alongside code using either comments or special mark-up languages.  These provide notes for
developers on how the code may be used and expanded.  Certain documentation tools, such as
Doxygen [12], can also generate diagrams showing the relationships between components in a
program (such as different classes in an Object Orientated language like C++).  Debugger and
performance profiling tools, such as DBX [13], GDB [14] and gprof [15], can also be used to
generate information about code whilst it is running, such as which parts of a program are being
used the most, how they interact with one another, and how long they take to perform their task.
This information can be converted into diagrams that show how parts of a program relate to one
another during usage [fig. 5].



fig. 5a. data structure diagram fig. 5b. function call diagram

sociological studies of collaborative programming projects

Some of the existing sociological studies of CVS repositories have created tools to aide gathering
information and visualising it.  One of the most developed of these is CODD [16].  This generates
statistical information about the activities of authors wiothin a CVS repository relevant to a
sociological study.  This data is then visualised through existing graphing tools.  Nicolas
Ducheneaut developed his own tool that can access a CVS repository [17], along with the mailing
lists that accompany it, and correlate interactions between authors within the repository to threads
of discussion in the mailing list [fig. 6].

fig. 6. diagram correlating relations between developers to mailing list discussion



3. design issues

One of the key features of SVS will be to map developments within a given project over time and
enable commentary and analysis to be combined with that.  This would include such aspects as
changes to code as well as interactions of the code producers with that.  This therefore suggests
a visual structure expressing different linear strands and moments of development related to a
timeline.  The interface would allow different forms of information and analysis to be selected and
displayed.  This follows on the research of Edward Tufte [18] who has shown that graphical
timeline 'narrativisations' of data are often the best way of making developments in sets of
complex information explicit and accessible to the viewer [fig. 7]. In these diagrams a variety of
visual forms are combined to express multiple aspects of the data displayed.

fig. 7a. diagram of Napoleon's march to Moscow

fig. 7b. cosmonaut journal from Salyut 6 mission

Whilst some of the CVS tools provide time-based data, this is almost exclusively a record of
quantities of code rather than events within a project, such as branching paths of development, or
interactions between developers.  With the exception of Ducheneaut's system, most
visualisations of CVS projects that provide information about such interactions are presented as
static snapshots, or a series of snapshots over time.  SVS will focus on a hybrid visualisation



combining timeline 'narrativisation' along with more detailed views of particular data-sets.  These
details will include, for example, groupings of developers or code fragments, graphical indicators
of code change, and relations of code components within the active software.

Fig. 8 shows some possible forms of visualisation to be explored further in SVS.  Fig. 8a shows
multiple timelines of different processes occurring simultaneously - software usage and
development - enabling them to be cross-referenced.  Figs. 8b and 8c shows two variations on
more detailed timeline forms showing code branching and merging.  In 8c line thickness is used
as an indicator of growth in code size, but could also show factors such as usage or other activity.
These could be combined with colour coding or overlaid graphs showing developers' interactions,
as well as notational and textual commentary such as code documentations notes and extracts
from mailing list discussions. This may, in some ways, be reminiscent of the graphical cosmonaut
journal in fig. 7b.

fig. 8a. comparative timelines fig. 8b. branch and merge
patterns

fig. 8c. branch, merge and code
growth

Referencing between live gameplay and SVS is shown in fig. 9.  A menu of available game
actions for an object is linked to diagrams displaying the object's relation to the actions of other
objects and also the game actors interacting with it.  These could also be referenced to code
development data showing the relationship between modifications to game code and events in
the spring_alpha game.

fig. 9.  cross-referencing between gameplay and code analysis



Other diagrams could be forms of clustering and networks of relations between developers (as in
some of the studies mentioned above) as well as components of the software and events within
gameplay.  By allowing a variety of visualisation styles to be combined, quite rich information
pictures can be created of the activities underlying both code development and usage.

As it is being incorporated into a gaming system, the interface for the spring_alpha
implementation will adopt some of the display mechanisms from games.  The visualisation will be
explorable like a terrain with the possibility to zoom out for an overview and zoom in for greater
detail.  Views from "further away" will be simplified to show more general data, while zooming in
will reveal more detailed information (this can be enabled through the built-in Level Of Detail
functionality of game rendering engines).  In an exhibition presentation of spring_alpha the
normal gameplay view and SVS analysis will be shown side-by-side but on different projections or
screens.  A common highlighting mechanism (such as colour-coded outlines) will be used to
display correlations between items in each kind of display.
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